104 Highlands Area - Sunset Boulder
to Horizon &
Highland Highball

Lots of V0s and V1
High and Low Balls

Sunset Boulder
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As you hike up past the “Highland Highball” area,
this area sneaks up on you. With the rhody jungle, you
can easily walk past this area if you’re not paying attention,
though it is literally right off the trail. The “Sunset Project Wall” is
massive and should be considered more of a “free solo” than a bouldering wall. Be super careful if you’re going to try these problems.

□ 1. Sunset Arête (V1 R) ***

Stand-start on the hollow jug. Follow the long jug crack/rail
line to the top.

□ 2. Sunset Projector (V5 X) **

A super cool line! Sit-start just left of the right-trending
diagonal ledge. Match the massive-smooth-incut jug feature
and power past the flat gaston, up through small edges to
gain the gaston rail. Continue past the sidepull through
more edges finishing in the huge notch.

□ 3. Braveheart (V2 X) ***

Terrifying, huge, and committing, but really good! Lowstart on the massive jug left of the left-facing ramp. Follow
the crack system, making a balancy mantel on the high
ledge. Reach to the upper ledge (woooooah boy!) and press
over at about the 30’ mark.

□ 4. The Highlander (V1+ X) ***

About 35’ of climbing. Make sure you are solid. Start on
the low right portion of the ramp. Negotiate bad feet and
continue through jugs to gain the triangle formation. Mantle
the first ledge, past another ledge to an easy topout.

□ 5. All Things Considered (V3) ***
see Right.

□ 6. Corner Arête (V2) ***

Low-start and climb the arête to the juggy high finish.

Left: Dan Brayack airing things out
on “Sunset Arête” V1. Photo AP.
Right:Aaron Parlier Considering All
Things (V3). Photo DB.

□ 5. All Things Considered (V3) *** 105
Stand-start low on the crack and follow it to the
pointy jug. Gain high feet and blast up and right
to the small jug. From there, surmount the juggy
lip of the boulder and travel up to the slabby,
super tall top through solid jugs and pockets.
Don’t fall...

